
AERO CLUB LUGO DI ROMAGNA 
The Aero Club of Lugo started its activity in the early ‘50s, on the airfield of Lugo di Romagna in location Villa S.Martino.
It bears the name of the famous pilot Francesco Baracca, ace of the aces and Gold medal for Military value, of the First 
World War.

First president of the Aero Club was Vittorio Masoli. In the 60s the lawyer Guido Baracca assumed the presidency; we 
owe him the foundation of the first National Helicopter School and construction of the current asphalt runway.

The current president is Oriano Callegati; Giuseppe Berardo, President of the IFFR section of Italy, is in charge of 
managing the AeC

Our flight school is at the national top for the preparation given to our pilots.
A large number of our former students are at the service of the Civil Protection for the extinguishing of fires and the 
rescue on Canadair and helicopters.

Fly-in:   weekend from 1 to 4 June 2018,  in Lugo di  Romagna



Friday 1st June 
2.00 pm - 5.30 pm - arrival in the afternoon and transfer at the Hotel Ala D’oro (the helicopter school 
bus will be a shuttle)
- visit the Aero club with the possibility to try the helicopter simulator in use at the school and the Ferrari simulator.
8.00 pm - informal welcome dinner at the Hotel Ala D’oro in Lugo
Saturday 2 June
9.30 am - participation to the celebrations for the Constitution of the Italian Republic and for the 
arrival of the coffin of Francesco Baracca (translated from Nervesa della Battaglia to Lugo), together 
with the military, civil and religious  authorities.
1.00 pm - buffet lunch in Lugo
2.30 pm - visit to the Francesco Baracca Museum and the Rocca di Lugo
5.30 pm -annual Assembly of the Italian Section (room at Hotel Ala D’oro) As alternative: free city tour
8.30 pm - party dinner at the Aeroclub restaurant, (outdoors if the weather permits), with a show of 
a internationally renowned illusionist and music with singer. Dance for those who want.
Sunday 3 June 

10.00 am - visit to Guglielmo Marconi Foundation Museum in Bologna
1.00 pm - lunch in Bologna
3.00 pm - visit of the city of Bologna with a guide to the main churches and the oldest University in the world 
(ancient name: Archiginnasio)
8.00 pm - dinner at Interclub with Rotary eClub District 2072
Monday 4th June 
- departure of the members.

IL PROGRAMMA

FRANCESCO BARACCA ( centenary) 

2018 will be the last year of celebrations for the centenary 
of the end of the Great War, and many initiatives are 
planned, shared with other cities, inseparably linked 
to the history of Francesco Baracca, in particular at 
Nervesa della battaglia, where the pilot found his death 
on June 19, 1918. 

Publications, conferences, presentations of volumes, 
conferences. The calendar is full of initiatives
organized for the centenary of the first war world by La 
Squadriglia del Grifo, Association which aims to promote 
and support cultural activity of the Baracca Museum of 
Lugo with particular interest in the First World War
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GUGLIELMO MARCONI FOUNDATION

The headquarters of the Guglielmo Marconi Foundation is 
Villa Griffone, the place where the “Bolognese” inventor 
developed the wireless telegraphy system, which was then 
distributed throughout the world. 
Villa Griffone is located in Pontecchio Marconi, around 15 
km away from Bologna. The garden and the rooms of the 
Villa house the Marconi Museum, dedicated to the origins 
and developments of radio communications. The Villa has 
been declared a National Monument. Inside the historic 
building there is also a Research Center where specialists 
of the Ugo Bordoni Foundation, of the University of Bologna 
and of the Marconi Foundation itself, whose activities 
include different areas: history, research, training, making 
Villa Griffone a destination for great interest for the public.



ARCHIGINNASIO OF BOLOGNA
The Archiginnasio of Bologna is one of the most important 
and significant buildings in the city of Bologna: located in 
the heart of the historic center, it was the seat of the 
ancient University and is now the seat of the Biblioteca 
Comunale dell’Archiginnasio.
The construction of the Archiginnasio was commissioned 
by Pope Pius IV through Cardinal Carlo Borromeo and 
his deputy Pier Donato Cesi; they assigned the project 
to Antonio Morandi (called Terribilia), who finished the 
construction work between 1562 and 1563. The project’s 
goal was the realization of a unified place where to carry 
out the teachings to university students related to the 
different disciplines that, before then, were dispersed 
between different locations and places.

BASILICHE OF BOLOGNA

Basilic of San Petronio
The Basilica of San Petronio is the main church of 
Bologna: dominate the piazza Maggiore and, despite 
being largely unfinished, it is the sixth largest church 
in Europe, after St. Peter’s in the Vatican, Saint Paul in 
London, the cathedral of Seville, the Cathedral of Milan 
and the Duomo of Florence.

Basilica of Santo Stefano 
The Basilica of Santo Stefano is a complex of buildings 
of worship in Bologna. It overlooks the homonymous 
square and it is also known as the “Seven Churches”.
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250 euros per person all-inclusive, except hotel (see below)
Amount to be paid by bank transfer to: IFFR ITALIA Association,
c/o Banca Intesa: IBAN IT39 F030 6909 4410 7648 9260 187 BIC BCITITMM
Treasurer: Fabrizio PEDRETTI tel. +39 393 043 7750 e-mail tesoriere@iffr.it

CHECK IN: 01/06/2018
CHECK OUT: 04/06/2018

TYPOLOGY: Executive e Superior
TREATMENT: B&B
RATE: 69,00/notte

Attention: Mrs. Elena Faenza
Hotel Ala D’Oro
C.so Matteotti 56
48022 Lugo (RA)
Tel 0545 22388 - Fax 0545 30509
email info@aladoro.it - www.aladoro.it

PARTICIPATION COSTS


